ON-BOARD WEIGHING SOLUTIONS
COMPACT AND STRICTLY HI-TECH

Compact with unparalleled power
Vehicle manoeuvring visibility guaranteed
MAXIMUM VISIBILITY

High-resolution colour display
Unsurpassed visibility when facing the sun
The Keyboard

High-contrast backlit keyboard
Mobile phone style keypad for fast editing
USB port for an easy configuration, import of files and completed loads export
Sensors and optional with dedicated connection
Facilitates diagnostics and the addition of optional is quick and easy
THE FILES

- Customers
- Operator IDs
- Destinations
- Weights on Hold
- Targets
- Products
- Vehicle IDs
- Target on Demand
- Weights Log
WEIGHING MODES

Target, starting from a programmed weight

Target on Demand, setting the desired weight

Vehicle, selecting the plate, the weight and the client are automatic
THE WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

Receive movements in real time on your computer or into your email account
The reports printing

Loads carried out
Customers loaded
Products moved per period
and daily increment
THE IDEAL POSITIONING

Adjustable holding bracket for an ideal positioning in the cab
OUTSTANDING FLEXIBILITY

The printer can be fitted underneath for practical use, or installed separately wherever space dictates.
The Power expressed in the many supported applications